
UPSILON: Universal Programming System with Incomplete LazyObject NotationBrian Postow, Kenneth Regan and Carl H. Smithbpostow@cs.umd.edu, regan@cse.bu�alo.edu, smith@cs.umd.eduSeptember 6, 2000AbstractThis paper presents a new model of computation that di�ers from prior models in that it emphasizesdata over ow control, has no named variables and has an object-oriented avor. We prove that this modelis a complete and conuent acceptable programming system and has a usable type theory. A new datasynchronization primitive is introduced in order to achieve the above properties. Subtle variations of themodel are shown to fall short of having all these necessary properties.1 IntroductionDi�erent models of computation have spawned di�erent paradigms of programming languages. Their dif-ferences in focus can have great e�ects on the style and uses of the resulting languages. One of the mostimportant di�erences is the model's place in the program/data continuum. This continuum arises becausethere is no rigid distinction between program and data. The universal Turing machine exempli�es this as itis a program that takes another program as input (data) and then runs it (treats it like a program). Thestored-program computer realizes the interchangeability of program and data concretely. Nevertheless, everymodel stakes out a position in how \program" and \data" are treated, and this position greatly a�ects itsdesign.The �-calculus is a simple model of computation because it lies at one end of this continuum. It onlyhas functions. There are no inherent values in this model| rather, functions can be treated as values. Beingcompletely on the program end of the continuum determines the style of programming in languages basedon this model. It also has a signi�cant e�ect on the techniques that are used to prove things about thelanguages and the programs written in them. Indeed, they are said to represent the functional paradigm ofprogramming.In the middle of the continuum lie machines in the random access (RAM) model. RAM machinesobviously have data, which they store in registers, and have a separate program with ow controled by gotostatements. This has as signi�cant an e�ect on the style of programming in imperative languages, and theproofs on those languages, as the extremism of the �-calculus does on functional programming.The other end of the continuum should naturally be held down by data-driven programming . However,currently there seems to be no corresponding fundamental model at the level of �-calculus or Turing or RAMmachines. (We will consider the Abadi-Cardelli model [AC96a] and related record calculi later.) We weremotivated to look at this problem in relation to object-oriented programming (OOP) languages. OOP isunique among language paradigms in that it did not stem from an already existing model of computation.Quite the opposite, it was founded out of a combination of techniques from arti�cial intelligence, imperativeprogramming, systems, and many other areas of computer science. Just as \functional" programming isfocused on the functions, i.e. on programs, we feel that \object-oriented" programming should spring organ-ically from objects, i.e. data, themselves. Thus by creating a model of computation based on data with littleor no control ow, we seek to �ll two niches simultaneously: a model at the data-driven end of the continuumand a foundation for OOP. Our model begins with a low-level representation of objects, but attains enoughof an object-oriented avor to merit borrowing freely from OOP terminology in our description of it.Before we determined how we were going to e�ect computation with no program, we scrutinized what1



our data objects would look like. In trying to model object-oriented programming, we worked from thelow-level representation of objects as nestable records with named �elds. We simpli�ed this by removing thenames to leave nestable tuples i.e. tuples whose �elds can be objects. In our model there is no distinctionbetween \data �eld" and \method �eld"|though some �elds can be objects that perform some form ofcomputation as methods do. Finally, in keeping with the goal of modeling OOP languages, the methodsshould have some way to access the object in which they reside. Normally this is done with either a syntactickeyword (e.g. this or self) or through a hidden argument to the method. We will show that this has infact never been necessary. Through appropriate use of the recursion theorem [Kle38] we will �nd that accessto the self object was inherently available all the time.Once we had a de�nition of objects, we had to �gure out how to perform computation on them withoutany program. The concept of \incomplete objects" was our solution to this problem. An incomplete objectis an object with \holes" in it. A hole (here called a port and denoted by 	) can be a �eld or part of alarger term. The concept of of computation is taking an incomplete object and completing it by �lling inthe ports with other objects. A method is therefore any �eld of an object that can perform some sort ofcomputation, i.e. that has holes that can �lled themselves. This concept of objects with holes is very similarto the concept of contexts as described in [Bar84], and studied by, among others, [LF96], [Tal93], [San98],[ACCL91], and [HO98].These insights lead to a model of computation that is Turing-complete and conuent, but that has nocontrol ow, and is completely data-ow. In addition to its novelty, this is interesting in three distinct lights.Toward our initial goal, once a su�ciently complex typing system with subtyping is added it may yield afundamental model for OOP. Second, our model may have useful things to say about contexts, as mentionedabove. Our model is e�ectively a context calculus, with nothing other than contexts to compute with. Third,ours is e�ectively also a data-ow language. As such it may be interesting as a di�erent view of how dataows into contexts.2 Prior WorkModels of computation have been a vital area of theory of computation research since 1936, when Turing[Tur36] introduced Turing machines, the same year that Church [Chu36] published the �-calculus. However,there have been very few completely novel models of computation in recent times, the � calculus [MPW92]being one such model.Each of new model of computation was created in order to study a speci�c area of mathematics orcomputer science. For example, the �-calculus was introduced to study formal arithmatic, and the � calculuswas introduced to study parallel processes. We intend to use our new model of computation in order toelucidate three areas of theory of computer science: the formalisms beneath object-oriented programming(our original aim), contexts, and data-ow computation.Object-oriented programming has been studied by many other researchers, but none of them haveintroduced a truly novel model of computation in their work. Fisher et. al. [FHM94] de�ne a modi�cation ofthe �-calculus designed to represent objects. They add records with object extension and �eld replacement,and develop a type theory for their model. They model self as the implicit parameter in every methodinvocation. Bono et. al. [BBL96] [BBDCL97] extended this, looking more closely at the typing of objectextension. Liquori and Castagna [LC96] added explicit types in order to clean up the type system. Abadiand Cardelli [AC96b] developed model similar to Fisher et. al.'s called the &-calculus in greater depth. Theyprovide deeper description of the typing of inheritance and other pitfalls of object-oriented programming.Kim Bruce [Bru94] designed a whole programming language called TOOPL. He made a detailed denotationalsemantics in order to study the meaning of inheritance and subtyping which he made into separate notions.All of these papers are still modi�cations of the �-calculus. Pierce and Turner [PT94] develop a similarmodel, except that they only represent self at the class level, not at the object level. Their focus is onthe type theory of subtyping and on inheritance using existential types. The object-oriented portion of ourpaper focuses on a new representation of self via the recursion theorem, and de�nes a model of computationthat is not directly based on the �-calculus.The concept of a context is very similar to the founding idea of our model. A context is a term with ahole, a missing part that must be �lled in later. Contexts are also almost always studied within the realm of2



the �-calculus, where they are used to study variable capture [LF96], program transformations [Tal93], andcertain types of operational semantic de�nitions [San98]. One of the main di�culties in studying contextsis that typically they aren't conuent. Depending on the order of reduction, an unbound variable may becaptured by two di�erent bindings. In addition, contexts destroy �-equivalence| if one changes the nameof a binding that captures a variable in the hole, the variable is no longer captured. Talcott [Tal93] usedcontexts in order to study binding structures for term re-writing systems and theorem provers. She designedan algebraic system for manipulating contexts. However, this is for use at the meta-level of a theorem prover,and was meant for computer rather than human use. Abadi et. al. [ACCL91] studied contexts in the settingof trying to make the meta-level issue of substitution an explicit part of the lambda-calculus itself. Theydon't study the contexts in and of themselves as much as how they are useful for studying substitutions.Lee and Friedmann [LF96] also proposed a calculus including contexts. In their calculus, lambda-boundvariables and hole variables are in di�erent name spaces, and they reduce contexts to a di�erent type ofbinding operator that allows name capture. Their calculus can then be \compiled" down to the normallambda-calculus. Hashimoto and Ohori [HO98] study �rst class contexts, and develop a type theory for alanguage in which normal lambda terms are merely a special case of contexts. They prove a conuenceresult, but they don't study the hole �lling procedure explicitly.Almost all context research either deals only with terms with one hole (or many holes to be �lled withthe same argument), or deals with named holes, thus turning contexts into just another binding construct asin [LF96]. We, on the other hand, have holes as our only method of data transfer, and we have no names inour model, so we are not reducing contexts to the lambda-calculus. However, even without names, becauseof our object-oriented view, we can still study variable capture through use of the concept of self.Data-ow computation can be viewed as the dual of standard von Neumann control ow computation.In von Neumann models (RAM machines, ow charts, or most computers for example) there is a global,persistent memory that can be accessed by any instruction. Throughout the computation, the locus ofcontrol changes, owing through the program. These programs make heavy use of assignments to globaldata stores. On the other hand, data-ow computations, as �rst described in [Ada68] and [Rod69], have nodata store, but instead, have data constantly moving through the program. Instead of having a single locusof control ow, computation executes commands (often in parallel) whenever all of their arguments becomeavailable (i.e., the appropriate data has owed in). In addition, data-owmodels are usually applicative, withno assignment statements. The reason for this is that the primary use of data-ow models is for modelingparallelism. In order to parallelize a program, one must �rst make sure that no two threads executing inparallel can interfere with each other. Applicative programs guarantee a certain amount of safety in thisregard. Because of the non-linearity inherent in data-ow (any command may execute at any time, aslong as all of its arguments are present), these models are typically represented as graphs where a vertexrepresents a command, and edges represent the ow of data. However, there are textual languages such asVAL (described in [AD79] ) and Id (described in [AGP78]).3 The ModelBesides the guiding principle of being a fundamental model for data-driven programming, we recognized fourprinciples for the �nal model. We refer to \program" more generally than the contrast drawn in Section 1.1. The model should have programs for all the computable functions (Turing completeness)2. The model should have programs that e�ectively manipulate other programs. For example, there shouldbe a program that takes two programs as input and produces a third that computes the composition ofthe programs serving as input.3. The model should be conuent.4. The model should have a manageable type theory.Principles 1 and 3 guarantee that the model really is a complete model of computation worth studying.Principle 2 guarantees a whole host of other common program manipulation tools, like recursion in its mostgeneral forms. Principle 4 allows us to investigate the object-oriented avor of the model more carefully.3



We distinguish between base objects, whose top-level structure has been determined up to the numberand current status of �elds, and proper terms, whose top-level �eld structure has not yet been determined,but which have other structure that can be operated on. Base objects are notated as tuples with outermostsquare brackets [: : :], and every other object is a proper term.The two simplest elements, the empty base object [ ] and the empty port 	, illustrate our ideas. Theformer is a completed empty object, while the latter is a hole that can be �lled with any object. Indeed, itis important for our interpretation that a 	 is not an entity, but rather denotes the absence of an entity. Itis a place that an entity can go. A term such as �1(	), however, is an entity.There are four operators that are used to build more complicated objects. The �rst is tupling, takingseveral objects and making them �elds in a larger object. If A;B; and C are objects, then [A;B;C] isa tuple with them in its three �elds. The next is the usual append, denoted by @ as in ML, that takestwo objects and merges them by taking the �elds of one followed by the �elds of the other in the order ofappearance. Fields of an object are extracted via a family of projection operators �i. So �i(A) evaluates to(reduces to) the ith �eld of the object A. If A should have fewer than i �elds, then a run time error occurs.More importantly, if there are enough �elds in A, and the ith �eld is a port, then the computation stalls.Intuitively, the i �eld has yet to be speci�ed, so it cannot be extracted.The fourth operator, denoted by in�x �y, plugs a list of objects into the pluggable ports of anotherobject. All ports are pluggable except those inside an object to the left of another � or those inside a baseobject that is inside another base object. Explanations for why these latter two kinds of ports are shieldedare given below, and pluggable ports are de�ned formally in Appendix A.1. The number of pluggable portsis called the valence of the target object.Plugging is done by textual substitution of the port by the corresponding object in the argument list,taking ports and arguments in left-to-right order. For example, if A = [	;	] and B;C are any objects (notports), then A � B C yields [B;C].If, as in the example above, A has exactly two pluggable ports, then clearly B goes into the leftmost suchport and C goes into the other one. However, what happens if A has more than two ports? We consideredhaving B and C plug the leftmost two ports, leaving the rest un�lled. Since information could never bereplicated otherwise, this required having operators �k, k � 2, that duplicate the argument list k times. Forinstance, A �2 B C would reduce as A � B C B C. The resulting model satis�es Principles 1{3, but aswe prove in Section 8.1, it violates 4 because the type notation for terms becomes exponential in their size.The intuitive reason is that if an object of valence v doesn't know how many ports will be �lled with eachplug, the type system needs to keep track of all v possibilities of ports being un�lled, multiplying the size oftype expressions by factors of v that spiral exponentially.The natural alternative is the \cycling rule" by which the argument list is replicated enough times to �llall pluggable ports, discarding any leftover arguments from the last cycle. For instance, if A has three portsin A � B C, then B goes into the �rst and third ports and C into the second, with the second C discarded.It is consistent with this to treat the case where the argument list has more than v arguments by pluggingthe �rst v arguments and discarding the rest, so that A � B C B C reduces as A � B C B, rather than asa run-time error. The type theory becomes tamed, adhering to Principle 4, and Principles 1 and 3 remainintact. However, Principle 2 now fails, because the model no longer has an e�ective composition operator,and thus fails to be an acceptable programming system (APS) as de�ned by Rogers [Rog58] (see also [Smi94]).This is curious because all previous models that are Turing complete but not APS, most notably that ofFriedberg [Fri58], have been deliberately constructed that way by means regarded as \arti�cial," such as bypriority and simulation arguments. We are not the �rst researchers to create such a model, but perhaps the�rst to �nd this combination of properties arise naturally and by accident. This is proved in Section 8.2The intuitive reason for the second problem is that �lling all ports by cycling arguments leaves no way tocurry or do partial closures. Our solution introduces a second kind of port, called a locked port and denotedby �. The di�erence is that the �rst attempt to �ll a locked port only serves to unlock the port, turningit into a regular port. The data directed to a locked port is discarded. For example, [	;	;�] � B C and[	;	;�] � B C D both yield [B;C;	]. Locked ports do count toward the valence and are said to be plugged,by B or D in these two instances. All locked ports in examples in this paper are rightmost and used onlyfor timing purposes, but this restriction is not required by the model. It is worth remarking that our typeyThe Greek letter � is used because it connotes one thing becoming many, and spreading out, plus, we feel a little sorry forthe letter since it isn't used much. Its name supplies the acronym used as the title of this paper.4



system (Section 7) is not inconvenienced by uncertainty about the source position of a plugging argument,where e.g. the fourth port of [	;	;	;	] � : : : will receive the �rst element of a one- or three-argument list,the second of a two-argument list, and the fourth of a four-argument (or longer) list. The point is that apluggable 	 knows it will receive data when the � is expanded, while a locked port � knows it will discarddata.Combining locked and unlocked ports with the cycling rule yields a model that satis�es all four designprinciples above. This is the model that we call UPSILON, and that we describe in the rest of this paper.The syntax of UPSILON is simple and context-free:obj ::= 	 j � j [obj list] j �i(obj) j obj@obj j obj � obj list;where i is an arbitrary positive integer. To help tell base objects apart from lists to the right of an �, wewrite the latter without commas. Under the cycling rule it is formally unnecessary to use superscripts \�k"to tell how many times the argument list is cycled, but we do so for reader clarity.3.1 Operation of the ModelAn object is called reduced if it cannot reduce any further. This can happen in two ways: by being a baseobject whose �elds are reduced, or by being a term whose operation is inhibited by incompleteness of somecomponent objects. The following formal inductive de�nition of reduced objects shows that the latter caseultimately involves an operator being \paused" because some left or right argument is a 	.De�nition 3.1.(a) A stand-alone port 	 or � is reduced.(b) A base object is reduced if every �eld is reduced.(c) A term �i(A) is reduced if A is reduced and not a base object, or if A is a reduced base object whoseith �eld is a port.(d) A term A@B is reduced if A and B are reduced and at least one of them is not a base object.(e) A term L � RHS is reduced if L and all elements of RHS are reduced, and either L or some element ofthe list RHS is a port.To motivate (c) and (d), clearly A@B and �i(A) simply cannot operate when A or B is a proper termor a port. These are not error conditions, because the terms or ports may later evaluate to or be �lled withbase objects. The reason why a term such as �2([A;	; B]) is not allowed to reduce to a stand-alone 	 is thata 	 by itself denotes an absence, and one cannot create a pure absence from an entity. The explanation for(e) is similar|if L is a port then there is no entity to plug into, while a port in RHS denotes the absence of arequired argument. Thus for example 	 � A does not reduce to A, nor [	;	] � A 	 to [A;	]. We motivatethe restriction in (e) further below in Section 3.3. If an object is not reduced, then it has a sub-term that fallsinto one of the following cases, in which we follow the standard practice of saying that the sub-term/operatorinvolved is a redex .De�nition 3.2.(i) �i([A1; : : : ; Am]) reduces in one step to Ai, provided 0 < i � m and Ai isn't a port.(ii) [A1; : : : ; Ak]@[B1; : : : ; Bm] reduces in one step to [A1; : : : ; Ak; B1; : : : ; Bm], preserving the ordering ofthe �elds.(iii) L � R1 � � � Rm, where L is reduced, and neither L nor any Ri is a port, reduces in one step toLR1;:::;Rm;:::;R1;:::;Rm| {z }n . Here LRHS represents the object created when one plugs the elements of the listRHS into L, and n = dv=me where v is the valence of L. Most of the rest of this subsection is aninformal description of LRHS . A formal inductive de�nition in a slightly expanded context is given inAppendix A.1. 5



An object may of course have more than one redex. In Appendix A.2 we extend this to a formal relationthat applies to all objects, not just to redexes, and we prove the conuence of this relation in Section 3.2.Note the restriction in (iii) that L be reduced. The technical reason is that reducing L can change thenumber and identity of \pluggable ports" as de�ned next, destroying conuence. Under the analogy between� and application in the �-calculus, this is like saying the body of a function must be in �nal form before itcan be called, and might be called \semi-eager" evaluation. We contend that this does not upset practicallyimportant cases of lazy evaluation or trivialize the conuence property to follow. This said, we can nowde�ne the list of accessible ports (or \pluggable ports") of an object L as follows.The list pp(L) of pluggable ports in an object L includes all ports in L except(i) Ports in a base object that is part of another base object,(ii) Ports inside an object to the left of an �.Regarding (ii), in (	 � R1) � R2, the leftmost 	 is not pluggable by R1|indeed the inner � cannotreduce|but is pluggable by R2. This is because a stand-alone port is not an object and cannot be pluggedin isolation | see motivations below, in Section 3.3. Additionaly, recall from data-ow models as describedin Section 2 how they motivate our rule that (e.g.) R1 � R2 	 cannot evaluate, because the secondargument is unavailable. Although data-ow models by and large do not have the situation where anoperator is unavailable (since it is a command not a data object), we apply the intent symmetrically byprohibiting 	 � R1 from evaluating because the target object is unavailable. To illustrate, using subscriptsto distinguish between ports, we have: pp(	 � A B) = 	; pp(A); pp(B);pp(�1(	) � A B) = pp(A); pp(B);pp([�1(	a); [A;	b];�c@�1[	d];	e]) = 	a;�c;	e:Finally, to de�ne LRHS , the pluggable ports pp(L) in L are determined from these rules, and theirnumber is called the valence of L, as mentioned above. The ports are substituted by the correspondingelements of RHS , in left-to-right order, cycling if necessary. The result is always a valid object. For anyobjects A;B;C, recalling that 	 and � are not objects, we have for example:� [	; [A;	];	] � B C evaluates to [B; [A;	]; C];� [	;	;	;	] � B C equals [B;C;B;C], not [B;B;C;C];� [	;	;	;	;	] � B C equals [B;C;B;C;B]; and� [	;	] � A B C equals [A;B].In the �rst example, the port to the right of A is not a (top-level) �eld. The manner of collating argumentsin the second is natural for multi-ary functional composition. In the third, the last cycle does not need to becomplete, so the number of arguments need not evenly divide the number of pluggable ports. In the fourth,where the number of arguments is smaller than the number of pluggable ports, the remaining arguments arelost. This is not as strange as it might �rst seem. There is information loss in many aspects of computing,including our own projection functions which discard the entire object except for the �eld which is beingprojected out.The above rules can be summarized by saying that to reduce L � RHS , (i) L must be reduced, (ii) Land all elements of RHS must not be a port, (iii) one cannot cross two \["s to plug into a base object withina base object, and (iv) one cannot plug into a sub-term before an � unless that sub-term is a port. Notethat the interpretation of a solitary port as denoting absence rather than an entity dictates much of theserules.Plugging a locked port works in exactly the same way, except that instead of actually �lling the hole, itdiscards the argument and unlocks the port, leaving 	. For example, for any objects A and B:6



� [	;�] � A B reduces to [A;	], as B unlocks the second port; and� (	 � �1[	] �) � A B reduces to A � �1[B] 	, as A unlocks the locked port, and then to A � B 	,when the rightmost 	 inhibits any further reduction.� For comparison, (�2[�;	; ] � �1[	] 	) � A B reduces to (�2[�;	] � �1[A] B), because the sub-termto the left of the � is not a naked port, we can't plug directly into it. Then one can take the \long road"of expanding the �1 redex to get (�2[�;	] � A B) and then �2[	; B], or the \short road" of expandingthe � �rst to get �2[	; B], both ultimately reducing to B.3.2 ConuenceNow we establish that the resulting calculus has the important properties of conuence and uniqueness ofreduced forms. The proof is in the Appendix because its technical machinery, including a formal inductivede�nition of LRHS and the extension of the \reduces in one step" relation from redexes to whole objects, isnot needed in the rest of the paper.Theorem 3.1.(a) UPSILON is conuent, i.e. if an object A is reducible to an object B and to another object C, then thereis an object D such that B reduces to D and C reduces to D.(b) If A reduces to B and B reduces to A, then there is an object C distinct from A;B such that A and Bboth reduce to C.(c) If A reduces to B and B is reduced, then B is the only reduced object that A reduces to.In (c), we get that B is syntactically unique|because in the absence of names we need not say \up to�-equivalence." As usual we call B the normal form of A, and write B = NF (A). In the present calculus(simple, untyped), there are terms with no normal forms, as we show later.If NF (A) = NF (B), then A and B are \conuent" or \equivalent" and we write A � B; where there isno confusion between syntactic and \semantic" equality, we write simply A = B. Two useful facts are:Proposition 3.2. (a) The only terms A such that NF (A) is a port are A = 	 and A = �.(b) If B is a base object, then NF (B) is also a base object.Intuitively, these say (a) that an object cannot disappear, and (b) that a base object can never be \de-based." Part (a) is intuitively desirable, and partly motivates our prohibitions of plugging a port into aport or projecting out a port. The result follows directly from these prohibitions. Part (b) is immediate oninspecting the formal de�nition of reductions given in the Appendix (Section A.2).The rule that L be reduced when expanding L �n RHS appears to be vital for conuence in our system.Otherwise, a term such as ([	;	] �2 �1(	)) � A Bcould be reduced by expanding the right-hand � to get [	;	] �2 �1(A) (losing the B because there is onlyone visible port) and �nally [�1(A); �1(A)], instead of the correct reduction to [�1(	); �1(	)] � A B, andthence to [�1(A); �1(B)]. There are further technical issues that might be explored. We argue next that ourrules are well-motivated and yield distinctive and interesting program constructs.3.3 Design MotivationsThe � operator resembles application in the �-calculus, but with some notable di�erences. We do not reduceapplication to the case of a single right-hand argument, and consider the A1; : : : ; Ak to be plugged in parallel .Additionally, whereas in the �-calculus the called function determines which arguments are used where vianaming, we move this control to the plugging expression by allowing any number of arguments to be pluggedinto an object, and cycling through them as needed to �ll all of the ports in the plugged object. The same7



object, when plugged with one object will have a very di�erent result than the same object plugged withtwo di�erent objects. This is a side e�ect of the fact that UPSILON has no named variables.The rules on expanding L � RHS can be interpreted by analogy with application and function calls,although this is not the interpretation we generally intend. Then L = 	 would mean there is no procedurebody at all, hence nothing to \run." The body is not an argument, but rather needs to be provided fromoutside the list of arguments. Having 	 be a member of RHS would be like failing to supply an argument fora (non-optional) formal parameter of the procedure. This is generally illegal even in real-world programminglanguages that use lazy evaluation. They require each argument to be accessible at activation time in case theargument needs to be evaluated. However, this requirement is a common concept in data-ow computation.In the data-ow parlance, UPSILON is a strict (as opposed to lenient) data-ow model.Continuing the analogy, the requirement that L be reduced is like requiring the body of a procedure tobe known and stable before it can be activated. This does not rule out lazy evaluation, because the objectsin RHS are not required to be reduced. Indeed our \semi-eager" evaluation usefully distinguishes the caseof lazy evaluation used most often in practice from the case of a non-reduced target as permitted in the�-calculus.The second part of the de�nition of pp is the rule that requires the most careful motivation. Within aterm L0 � RHS 0, the pluggable ports in L0 are expecting their own arguments to come from RHS 0. Allowingthem to be �lled from outside would violate the correspondence between ports and �llers that allows us tohave a compositional semantics for the inner \�." The �-calculus is more liberal in the sense that names areused to distinguish variables that can be �lled from outside from those �lled in an immediate application,as with w and z in (�w:(�xy:(wx)(yz))TU )V:Even here the outer reduction to (�xy:(V x)(yz))TU is restrained if x or y occurs freely in V . In our calculus,treating L0 as (wx)(yz) and RHS 0 as TU , the outer plugging into L0 (using w within L0 implicitly) is simplyforbidden. This arrangement arises partly because this initial version of UPSILON does not have named�elds, partly as a matter of principle, and partly for simplicity in the behavior that results.The �rst part of the de�nition of pp, which prevents plugging into ports in sub-objects of base objects,enforces a sense of modularity. In a real language, if you want to touch a sub-object, either you have toaccess the sub-object and then manipulate it, or you can call a method within the object to manipulate itfor you. More simply put, if object foo occupies a �eld of object bar, and foo has an integer �eld val,then an operation that grabs bar cannot access val without also grabbing foo in some manner|in familiarterms either by foo.val or foo.getValue(...). There is no way to get at val without in some way goingthrough foo. We �nd that this restriction gives a more faithful modeling even without considering the issueof whether bar is privileged to access the �eld val of foo at all.Another important aspect of most object-oriented languages is a way to access the self object. In keepingwith the object-oriented avor of UPSILON, we will also have such a way. However, it will come for freeout of the recursion theorem as described in Section 5.3. Because of this, self will be syntactic sugar foran equivalent object that knows about its self. For a preview, if A = [: : : ; self; : : :] then the �eld with selfrefers to A itself. Also, if A = [: : : ; [: : :] � self; : : :], then the self refers to A. However, if A = [[self]; : : :],then the self refers to the sub-object �1(A). More formally, an instance of self is a copy of the object thatcontains that instance of self at its top level | and self must occur within some base object. Since selfis not really an object but a syntactic construct, it does not �t into any of these classi�cations. Before wedo anything with a self we will really need to �gure out what it is, and it will always end up being a baseobject. Before we do anything with self, we need to �gure out what it is, more detail in Section 5.3.4 Program Constructs in UPSILONWe show how UPSILON models some essential programming primitives, for later use and for comparison totheir implementation in �-calculus, other applicative languages, and object-oriented systems.8



4.1 BooleansWhereas Abadi and Cardelli [AC96b] assume booleans as a basic type, we build them from more-primitivecomponents, combining aspects of the �-calculus and Smalltalk .� True : [�1([	;	])]. This is an object with one method, a \then" method.� False : [�2([	;	])]. Likewise an object with one method, \else."To test whether a boolean object A is True or False, we must �rst access the method via �1(A), so thatthe two nested ports become pluggable. The test's behavior for if-then-else is shown by the following term.� If-Then-Else : (	 � 	 	) � �1(	) 	 	.Only the three rightmost ports of this term are pluggable, and because the last is 	, three arguments A;B;Care required, with A expected to be Boolean. Then If-Then-Else � A B C is reducible to �1(A) � B C.For this to expand, the target �1(A) must �rst be reduced (this could also have been done before the lastplug), and this is how the method is accessed. If A = True the end result is B, while if A = False the resultis C.We freely write if A then B else C for If-Then-Else � A B C, and employ natural names for other�xed UPSILON objects and terms, such as the following Boolean operations. We also use standard functionnotation for outermost arguments, e.g. writing Or(A;B) for Or � A B.Or : (	 � True 	) � �1(	) 	And : (	 � 	 False) � �1(	) 	Not : (	 � False True) � �1(	) 	These are all partial completions of If-Then-Else|for instance And(A;B) is if A then B else False|andare similar to their standard �-calculus counterparts. Our Not is the only time that we actually use thefeature that we can plug more than objects than are needed. The �nal port in Not is purely for control. Ifit weren't there, then the plug operator could reduce evaluating to something unexpected. Once the portsare �lled, the control port is discarded because there aren't enough ports to �ll. Not can be done withoutthis trick, as in ((	 � False 	) � �1(	) 	) � 	 True, but this is the most elegant version.Note that in Or, the ports in True are not pluggable because they are \shielded" by two levels of [: : :],so that when Or(A;B) is expanded, the B goes into the port to the right of True. Here is the expansion ofAnd(True; False), with down arrows showing the operator to be reduced.((	 � 	 False) � �1(	) 	) #� True False Now plug the arguments into the method; (	 � 	 False) #� �1(True) FalsePlug the If-Then-Else method of True and the False object into an evaluation term; �1( #True) � False False Expand True= ( #�1 [�1[	;	]]) � False False Extract the If-Then-Else method; (�1[	;	]) � False False Plug the two Falses into the extracted If-Then-Else method; �1[False; False]; False Extract out the False for the �nal value.Notice that And(True; B) always follows this pattern and returns exactly B. If B had been True, thenAnd(True; B) would have returned True.4.2 Simple IntegersAn integer can be looked at as an object that knows whether or not it is 0, its predecessor, and how to �ndits successor. The �rst two can be constant �elds, the third must be a method. The most complicated �eldwill be the successor method: [False, 	, �3	] �2 	. This takes an argument and creates a new object with9



the argument in the second �eld. The new integer also inherits its successor method from its predecessor.This yields: Zero : [True; [ ]; [False;	; �3	] �2 	];One : [False; Zero; [False;	; �3	] �2 	]= [False; [True; [ ]; [False;	; �3	] �2 	]; [False;	; �3	] �2 	];Two : False; One; [False;	; �3	] �2 	]= [False;[False; [True; [ ]; [False;	; �3	] �2 	]; [False;	; �3	] �2 	];[False;	; �3	] �2 	� :The e�ect e�ect is reminiscent of their familiar set-theory or �-calculus encodings, but with a de�nitelyobject-oriented bent. The term Zero? = �1(	) functions as a test for a number being zero. The successorfunction can be called with the term Succ = ((	 � 	) � �3(	) 	) �2 n.One might feel that to access the predecessor we should be able to do like in Zero?, and merely do�2(	). However, since the natural-number predecessor of zero is standardly zero, we must have the morecomplicatedz Pred = (if Zero? then 	 else �2	) �3 	= (((	 � 	 	) � �1(	) 	 	) � �1(	) 	 �2	) �3 	:We could use simply �2	 for predecessor if instead of having [ ] as the second �eld of Zero, we couldput 0 there. The problem is that de�ning Zero = [True; Zero] is circular. In Section 5.4 we use the derivedavailability of self to solve this problem.This is the �rst example with replication of an argument, and bears some examination. In Pred(n) theouter �3 addresses the �rst Boolean �eld, preserves the argument in case it is zero, and extracts its second�eld in case it is not. The Boolean test thus returns Zero if n = 0 and the stored predecessor �eld if not.The �2 in the Succ �eld behaves likewise.Look at Succ(0) � ((�3	) � 	) �2 0 � ((�3	) � 	) �2 [True; [ ]; [False;	; �3	] �2 	]. This should be1. Let us go through this reduction.Succ(0) � ((	 � 	) � �3(	)	) #�2 0� ((	 � 	) #� �3(0)0) Plug the successor method and 0 into an evaluation term� (�3(#0) � 0) Expand 0� ( #�3 ([True; [ ]; [False;	; �3	] �2 	]) � 0) Extract the successor method� ([False;	; �3	] �2 	) #� 0) Plug 0 into the extracted successor method� ([False;	; �3	] #�2 0) Plug 0 as the predecessor of 1� [False; 0; �3 #0] Expand 0� [False; 0; #�3 ([True; [ ]; [False;	; �3	] �2 	])] Extract the successor method for 1� [False; 0; [False;	; �3	] �2 	]The evaluation of the successor method does require several reductions. However it is still a constant-time operation. In addition, we are breaking down an operation that is often atomic into even smaller, moresimplistic, operations.Notice that the �rst �eld of One is False, 1 6= 0. The second �eld of One is actually Zero in hand with0 being the predecessor of 1. The third �eld is a little more interesting. We see that the object to donateits successor �eld to 2 will in fact be 1, and 2 will donate its to 3, and so on. We can look at this as eachnumber inheriting its functionality from its predecessor, and all of them inheriting from 0. From this we areable to do arithmetic just like in [AC96b].zNote that the shorter ((	 � 	 	) � �1�1(	) 	 �2	) �3 	 is conuent with Pred, but not reducible to or from Pred.10



4.3 Composition and CurryingComposition is a \higher-order" function that, when applied to two (unary) functions f; g, produces a unaryfunction h such that for all arguments x, h(x) = f(g(x)). In UPSILON we can write an objective equationfor a term C to compute composition: for all objects f , g, and x,(C � f g) � x = f � (g � x): (1)(Here and below we write \=" since semantic equivalence earlier denoted by \�", is clearly intended.) Inthe �-calculus, where a binary function application h(x; y) can be written hxy (which parses as (hx)y)with implicit currying, the equation becomes (Cfg)x = f(gx). This is solved by C = �fgx:f(gx), simplyabstracting the right-hand side. In UPSILON, doing similarly would yieldC0 = 	 � (	 � 	):However, while this satis�es Cf;g;x = fgx , it does not satisfy (1), which entails (Cf;g)x = fgx . There arethree main reasons why not. First, Cf;g0 = f � (g � f) because all of the ports must be �lled by every plug.However, even we made the �nal port a locked port, so: Cf;g0 = f � (g � 	) is reducible|and the result ofplugging (g � 	) into f may be a term T such that T x does not equal fgx . For instance, f can be a termwhich plugs something into its argument, such as 	 � [ ], so that T = (g � 	) � [ ] = g � [ ] = g[ ]. AndT x = (g[ ])x not (gx)[ ] as it should be. Finally, if we try to restrain the reduction by de�ningC1 = (	 � (	 � 	)) � 	 	 �;we reach the problem that in (Cf;g1 )x, the x gets plugged into f , not into g.Overall, we can abstract the problem as being a \failure of currying": a valence-2 UPSILON term Tneed not satisfy T hx = (T h)x for all (or even any) objects h and x. The following, however, shows how toremedy the defect within UPSILON itself.Lemma 4.1 (Currying Lemma). For any object T of valence k + `, we can construct an object T 0 ofvalence k such that for all objects x1; : : : ; xk and y1; : : : ; y`,(T 0x1;:::;xk)y1;:::;y` = T x1;:::;xk;y1;:::;y` :Proof: De�ne Curry = (((	T � 	k	`) � �1(�1(	T ))�1(�1(	))k	`) �	T [[	] � 	]k�`) � [[	] � 	]T�kHere the subscripts mean k- respectively `-many copies of the sub-object. The subscript T helps us keeptrack of which ports are expecting T . Let us �rst look at the various components. [[	] � 	] encapsulates itsargument into a protective box. Once T and the k arguments are in their boxes, plugging the ` argumentscan't interfere with them until we are read. �1(�1(	)) unboxes the encapsulated arguments. Finally,(	T � 	k	`) is what we expected Curry to be in the �rst place. It plugs the k arguments and the `arguments all into T . Let us look at this back to front, as that is the way it will be evaluated. When we plugT , the object to be plugged, into Curry, it �rst gets plugged into the encapsulater, so it can't be accidentallyplugged by anything until we are ready. Then it unlocks the next k ports for the �rst set of arguments.When we plug the �rst k arguments, the �ll the remaining ports at the top level, and the rightmost � canreduce. This leaves the encapsulated T as it is, encapsulates all of the k arguments, and then unlocks portsfor the remaining ` arguments. So, the second line gets all of the arguments and encapsulates them so thatthey don't interact. At this point, the rightmost � on the top line can evaluate. This unwraps T and the�rst k arguments, and then passes them all into a term that plugs all of the appropriate arguments into T .Note that we really need the locked ports here as without them, we would have no way of waiting forthe k arguments after we have plugged in T . We prove in Section 8.2 that without �'s there is no way todo this. 11



For example, we obtain the curried version of K0 = �1[	;	] by K = Curry � K0, which reduces to(((	 � 	 	) � �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) 	) � 	 [[	] � 	] �) � [[K0]] 	:On applying an object X, we get K � X =(((	 � 	 	) � �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) 	) � [[K0]] [[X]] 	 (2)Note how in each step a locked port became a port and still retards further evaluation, and how both K0and X are encased in double shielding. Now applying this to a second object Y gives:((	 � 	 	) � �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) 	) � [[K0]] [[X]] Y =(((	T � 	 	) � �1(�1([[K0]])) �1(�1([[X]])) Y ) =((	 � 	 	) � K0 X Y =K0 � X Y =X:Objects A of any valence k may be curried to take one argument at a time. The object Curryk � A hasvalence 1, and all successive applications of one argument at a time have valence 1 as well.Corollary 4.2. For any k � 1 and object T of valence k, we can construct an object T 0 = Curryk(T ) suchthat for all objects x1; : : : ; xk, T x1;:::;xk = (� � � (T 0x1)x2) � � �)xk :Proof: Lemma 4.1 with ` = 1 gives a term T1 such that (T x1;:::;xk�11 )xk = T x1;:::;xk . Applying it again to T1gives T2 such that (T x1;:::;xk�22 )xk�1 = T x1;:::;xk�1 . Iterating in this matter k � 1 total times gives T 0.We can use a very similar construction for composition:Compose = (((	f � (	g � 	x)) � �1(�1(	f ))�1(�1(	g))	x) � [[	] � 	f ][[	] � 	g]�x)Where now the subscripts say which value each port is expecting. This uses the same components asCurry, again, encapsulating f and g unlocking the port for x. When x is plugged in, the outermost �can evaluate, unwrapping f and g and plugging them into the �nal term, which is C0. This gives us(Composef;g)x = Cf;g;x0 = fgx , so Compose satis�es (1). In like manner, we claim the construction for allk; n � 1 of terms Composek �n that satisfy for all objects f of valence k and g1; : : : ; gk of valence n, and allx1; : : : ; xn: �Composef;g1 ;:::;gkk �n �x1;:::;xn = fgx1 ;:::;xn1 ;:::;gx1;:::;xnk : (3)In the standard world of functions, f � (g1; : : : ; gk) is said to be the \functional composition" of f andg1; : : : ; gk.In Lemma 4.1, it is not possible to make T 0 an object of valence k+` instead of k that is itself curryable,meaning (for k = ` = 1) that T 0x;y = (T 0x)y, as well as (T 0x)y = T x;y. This is because of the requirement thatall ports be �lled after each plug. So, we can't create an object that can take either k or k+` arguments. Theupshot is that currying is not something that happens \for free" in UPSILON, as it does in the �-calculus,but is rather an operation that needs to be applied.5 Turing CompletenessIn keeping with goals set forth in the Introduction, we show that UPSILON is adept at simulating both\machines" and \calculi." Thus we have tried to prove in two di�erent ways that UPSILON is a universalmodel of computation. Unfortunately, the second, simulating the appropriate combinators has proven moredi�cult than expected, see Sections 5.2 and 10 for more details.12



5.1 RAM SimulationWe take machines with some �xed number n of counters as representative of random-access machines.Minsky [Min67] showed that two-counter RAMs are universal, but we have no hardship in allowing n > 2.A RAM program is a �nite sequence of instructions, numbered consecutively from 1. We assume that thelast line is an end statement that appears nowhere else|if two programs P;Q are concatenated, the endstatement of P can be regarded as \continue" instead. Thus we have four kinds of statement, using Ni forthe line number and Rj for the register number:Ni INC Rj line i increments register j;Ni DEC Rj line i decrements register j;Ni C where C is either continue or end : line i does nothing;Ni Rj JMP Nk If register j is 0 then line i jumps to line k; otherwise it just progresses to the nextstatement.Using this we will create an interpreter object that takes a representation of a RAM program andexecutes it.Proof: For the representation:� The state will be represented as an object with n �elds, each a simple integer, as described in Section 4.2,each representing a register.� We will have the additional syntactic sugar of Id = �1([	] � 	) to represent the identity function. Asopposed to �1[	] by itself, Id can be plugged even when it is a �eld of a base object. We write Id(	)to emphasize that it has one top level port.� A line of the program will be an object [next-line, next-state, end], where next-line is a methodthat takes an object containing the whole program and the current state, and returns the next line tobe executed. Further, next-state takes the current state and returns the new state after the line isexecuted, and end is a boolean describing whether the line is the end statement.In more detail:Ni INC Rj [�i+1(�1	); [�1(	); �2	; : : : ; Succ(�j	); �j+1	 : : : �n	] �n 	; False]. The next-linemethod just returns the next line, and the next-state method does nothing except increment theappropriate register.Ni DEC Rj [�i+1(�1(	)); [�1	; �2	 : : : ; Pred(�j	); �j+1	 : : : �n	] �n 	; False] The next-linemethod just returns the next line, and the next-state method does nothing except decrement theappropriate register.Ni continue [�i+1(�1(	)); Id(	); False]. The next-line method just returns the next line, and thenext-state method does nothing.Ni end [�i(�1	); Id(	); True]. The next-line and next-state methods will never get called, but it mightas well loop inde�nitely and not change the state if it ever does.Ni Rj JMP Nk [if (zero?(�j(�2	))) then �k(�1	) else �i+1(�1(	)); Id(	); False]If the appropriate register is 0 then the next-line method of this will jump to the appropriate line,otherwise it will just go on to the next line. The next-state method does nothing.� A program is an object with several lines in it. There must be at least one end statement, otherwise theprogram will never halt.� The input to the interpreter has the form [interpreter, program, current line, state]. The interpreter is(if �3(�3	) then �1(�4	) else �1(Update)) �9 	, where Update is the term13



[	a � ( [�1(	)b; �2	c; 	d � ([�2	e; �4	e] �2 	e); 	f � �4	g]�	b 	c �1(�3	)d 	e �2(�3	)f 	g)]�(�1(	))a 	b 	c 	d 	e 	f 	gHere �3	 is the current line, so that �3(�3	) tells whether the current line is the end. If it is, the Thenbranch is �nally taken, and returns the �rst register of the state|which is �4	.Otherwise, we want to send a new argument back to the interpreter. The �rst port (	a) will holdthe interpreter itself. Its argument comes via the (�1	)a at the end. Now we need to construct theargument. The �rst two arguments never change, so we just take the same �rst and second �elds|notethat 	b and 	c get passed through two levels of � before reaching their �nal destinations. The third�eld is the current line. We will need to �nd the next-line method of the current line and pass in theprogram and the state. The component [�2	e; �4	e] �2 	e will become an object with these two �elds.The body of the method to �nd the next line is provided by (�1(�3	))d|note how this gets pluggedinto the �rst port in 	d � ([�2	e; �4	e] �2 	e).Likewise, the last �eld is the current state. We need to �nd the next-state method of the current lineand pass it �4	g. The next-state method is (�2(�3	))f and this is what gets passed into the �rst portof 	f � �4	g.We needed to add some [: : :] around some terms in order to control which ports are pluggable, so weneed to get rid of them with the �1 at the front.5.2 Simulation of Combinators and Lambda-CalculusTuring completeness implies that UPSILON can simulate the lambda-calculus, but does not necessarily yielda \natural" simulation. Because UPSILON has no variables, one should expect even more readily to simulatecombinators, which are closed lambda-terms. The currying tools from Section 4.3 enable us to do the latterstraightaway, with unary � formally playing the role of application in an applicative structure as de�ned in[Bar84]. In Section 4.3 we curried K0 = �1[	;	] to obtain an UPSILON term K that satis�es the de�ningproperty Kxy = x of the K-combinator. To generate all combinators by application|in UPSILON byplugging|we need only translate the S combinator Sxyz = xz(yz). We de�neS0 = ((	 � �2[	;	]) � (	 � 	) 	 (	 � 	)) � �1[	;	] 	 	 	 	 (4)and S = Curryk(S0 � 	 	 	) from Corollary 4.2. Then for all objects x; y; z,((S � x) � y) � z = S0 � x y z = (x � z) � (y � z);where \=" again means having the same normal form and (x � z) � (y � z) may (of course) reduce further.Now in combinatory logic, SKK always equals the identity function. In UPSILON, SKK is written(S � K) � K, and this reduces to(((	 � 	 	 	) � �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) 	) � [[S0]] [[K]] [[K]] 	in normal form. Now on presenting any argument object z, this reduces to(	 � 	 	 	) � S0 K K z= S0 � K K z= (K � z) �( K � z) (now use (2) on the �rst (K � z))= (((	 � 	 	) � �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) 	) � [[K0]] [[z]] 	) � (K � z)= K0 � z (K � z) = z14



as required of a program for the identity. Note that UPSILON is nowhere close to being extensional|whichwould mandate that all terms that compute the identity have the same normal form|since (RAM) programequivalence is undecidable. Note also that it was important for K to be produced by currying as well, asSK0K0z in UPSILON reduces to z � z, not z. This does make SK0K0 in UPSILON an expression for the!-combinator, but a simpler one is ! = (	 � 	) � 	:Note that the outer � makes ! formally have valence 1; the object !0 = 	 � 	 has valence 2, even though!0 � z = ! � z = z � z for all objects z. And, of course, the reduction of ! � ! never terminates.The UPSILON representations of combinator expressions are proportional in size to the originals, and thetime to reduce them is likewise linear. However, the size expansion from lambda terms of size n to combinatorsmust be 
(n logn) [Sta86]. Moreover Barendregt ([Bar94], p258), citing an earlier version of [Sta86], remarksthat Statman's matching O(n logn) construction has constants so high that O(n2) translations such asTurner's [Tur79] and improvements of it are more attractive in practice. A question for current attention iswhether more-e�cient simulations of the �-calculus are possible into UPSILON. Our current strategies fortranslating de Bruijn's \nameless dummies" method of representing and operating on �-terms [deB72]) intoUPSILON also have quadratic blowup in worst case|they involve repeating the tree structure of applicationsfor each lambda-abstraction in the term. We speculate whether UPSILON provides a truly richer or moresuccinct set of combinators, as hinted by the simple form of ! above, rich and succinct enough to achieve alinear-size, linear-time simulation.We have shown that UPSILON is equally adept at simulating an imperative model (RAM programs) anda functional model (combinators). The simulations are natural and intuitive in both cases. This enhancesthe prospects for UPSILON serving as an informative simple model for languages that compute naturally.5.3 SelfBecause UPSILON is Turing compete and it has a composition function, we see that it is an AcceptableProgramming System (APS), as described in [Smi94]. A fundamental consequence of this is that via therecursion theorem of [Kle38], there is an e�ective procedure that will turn any object O into an O0 that isotherwise equivalent to O, except that it contains an extra �eld with a description of O0. In other words,a notion of \self" emerges from the mathematical properties of our model. The recursion theorem is alsoproved directly in Appendix B.The recursion theorem is exible enough that through its use we can have any of a number of function-alities for self. We can use it to get access to the object that has self at the top level, or any object whichhas self in a sub-object. More interestingly, we can use the recursion theorem to allow objects which haven'teven been created yet to have access to themselves. Since the recursion theorem is constructive, we canincorporate it into any program that we wish to use to interpret an UPSILON program.The problem remains to determine when the recursion theorem should be actually applied to expand\self" into an actual object. In �iself, the self must expand, otherwise the �i can't evaluate. Likewise, inself � : : : the self must expand. Otherwise, if an instance of self passes through a level of [ ] then it mustbe evaluated otherwise afterwards it may refer to a completely unrelated object. E.g. in [[: : :] � self] theself obviously should refer to the outer object. Likewise in [�1[self : : :]] the self should refer to the innerobject. Other than these four cases, \self" can remain exactly that, a string that only gets expanded whenit is needed. This allows us to have [: : : ; self]@[: : : ; self] where, after the @ is evaluated, the two selfs willrefer to the same object. This should allow us to model inheritance in a relatively seamless way when weadd types to the model.5.4 Better IntegersWe could use integers like we did it in Section 4.2, However, now that we have access to self, there isan easier way to do Pred. The only di�erence is that now, Zero's second �eld can actually be self. SoZero = [True; self; [False;	; �3	] �2 	], and our new syntactic sugar for predecessor, which looks like�2(	), is much simpler than the previous version and keeps the predecessor of 0 to be 0 because of the self.15



6 Showing that UPSILON is object-orientedBefore we can show that UPSILON truly is object-oriented, we must �rst explain what we mean by \object-oriented". We break this up into two parts, syntax, and style.An object-oriented syntax must, obviously, be built on top of objects. Objects are arbitrarily nestedstructures (records or tuples) in which some of the �elds may represent methods, or computations that canbe invoked later. Additionally, the methods must have some access to the object in which they reside. Thisis the normal use of self. UPSILON does meet all of these requirements. A method is a �eld which is aterm.The object-oriented style is mainly that of objects communicating with each other through methodinvocations. Our booleans and better integers exemplify this very well. An integer is an object with threemethods. It knows whether or not it is Zero, its predecessor, and how to �nd its successor. No externalfunctions are needed to invoke these operations, you merely need to access the methods that are alreadythere. With a little more e�ort, we could add any other arithmetic methods that we wished. Likewise,booleans are objects with an if-then-else method, very much like in Smalltalk [GR89].The other major (many would same the primary) components of an object-oriented system are inheri-tance and subsumption. We can model inheritance and extension crudely through the @ operator, however,we do not yet have a concept of subtype or subsumption. Adding subtypes is a future addition to the typesas described in the next section.7 TypesThe di�culty of devising a type theory for UPSILON is in determining how to type ports, and incompleteobjects. First, in the typed �-calculus, each parameter has a type associated with it in the �-binding. Wehave no such binding operator, so we need another way to describe what type a port is expecting. We willdo this with a superscript so, 	� is a port expecting to be �lled with a value of type � , and �� is a lockedport expecting to be �lled TWICE. The �rst time, it can be �lled with anything, the second time, it mustbe �lled with a value of type � . For incomplete objects, we found that a generalized arrow-notation workswell, with the left hand side of the arrow being a list of the types of the pluggable ports in the object, andthe right hand side being the type of object that results when those ports are all �lled.With that in mind, the syntax for types is as follows:� :== � j� jh�; : : : ; � ijf�; : : : ; �g ! �� � is the type of a port which is expecting a value of type � . ie. 	� .� � represents the type of a locked port of type � . ie �� .� h�; : : : ; � i represents a base object (or something that reduces to a base object) with �elds of appropriatetypes.� f�; : : : ; �g ! � represents a term that has m ports, of types on the left, and when they are �lled, we getthe � on the right.� We will also allow the meta-syntactic type > to allow a locked port to be unlocked by any object,regardless of type. This is an unnecessary construct, but it proves useful.7.1 Type RulesFirst it will be useful to de�ne some helper functions. Map is the standard map function, applying a functionto every value in a list and returning a list of the results. Actually, we will abuse notation slightly and sayfor example: map(LHS0; �i) to mean that we want to apply the function LHS to each of the �i's and returna list of the results. LHS is the left hand side of the type, RHS is the right hand side, and LHS0 is the lefthand side, minus ports that aren't visible because the term is already inside a base object. RHS0 is likewisethe RHS of a term that is already inside a base object. More formally:16



� if � = h�1; : : : ; �mi:{ RHS(� ) = hRHS0(�1); : : : ;RHS0(�1)i The result of plugging a base object is a base object with all ofits �elds plugged, with the knowledge that those �elds are within a base object.{ RHS0(� ) = �The result of plugging a base object that is already within a base object is itself{ LHS(� ) = map(LHS0; �i)The visible ports in a base object are the visible ports in the �elds, keeping in mind that they arewithin a base object.{ LHS0(� ) = fgA base object within another base object has no visible ports.� if � = f�1; : : : ; �mg ! �{ RHS = RHS0(� ) = �The result of plugging a term is the... result of plugging the term. [NOTE: Need a better way ofsaying this]{ LHS = LHS0(� ) = f�1; : : : ; �mgThe visible ports in a term are the ... visible ports in the term. [NOTE: need a better way of sayingthis too]� if � = �{ RHS = RHS0(� ) = �The result of plugging a port is the type that is expected by the port.{ LHS = LHS0(� ) = f�gThe visible port in a port is the port itself. There is no risk of accidentally evaluating	 � A becausethat is a separate type rule.� if � = �{ RHS = RHS0(� ) = �The result of plugging a locked port is a port.{ LHS = LHS0(� ) = f�gThe visible port in a locked port is the port itself, but it can be unlocked by any object, regardlessof type.1. TyPort 	� : �This shows the type of a port expecting a value of type � .2. TyLPort �� : �This shows the type of a locked port expecting a value of type � .17



3. TyBase Ai : �i[A1; : : : ; An] : h�1; : : : ; �niThis shows the type of a base object, with �elds of types �i.4. TyPi A : h�1; : : : ; �ni�i 6= ��i(A) : �iThe type of a projection term that can actually evaluate is the type of the �eld that will be projectedout.5. TyPiPort A : �A0 : � ) �i(A0) : ��i(A) : f�g ! �If the projection is paused because the object to be projected from is a port, then it must be plugged sothat it can be reduced. It may be that � is not a base object type either, however, once A is plugged, avalue of type � will result, and the result of the whole term will be whatever a projection from a valueof type � results in. Note that this does take into account the possibility that A : � .6. TyPiPause A : h�1; : : : ; �ni�i = �� = �0�i(A) : map(LHS0; �j)! �If the projection is paused because the �eld to be projected is a port, then it can't be evaluated until itis plugged. So, all of the ports of the �elds must be plugged and then the � �eld is projected out.7. TyPiLPause A : h�1; : : : ; �ni�i = ��i(A) : map(LHS0; �j)! (map(LHS0; (RHS0(�k)))! �)If the projection is paused because the �eld to be projected is a locked port, then it can't be evaluateduntil it is plugged twice. So, �rst all of the ports of the �elds must be plugged creating an object of typehRHS0(�1); : : : ;RHS0(�n)i. This must then be plugged in full to allow the � term to be projected out.8. TyPiTPause A : f�1; : : : ; �mg ! �A0 : � ) �i(A0) : ��i(A) : f�1; : : : ; �mg ! �If the projection is paused because the object to be projected from is not yet a base object (and can'tbe reduced to one), then it must be plugged so that it can be reduced. It may be that � is not a baseobject type either, however, once A is plugged, a value of type � will result, and the result of the wholeterm will be whatever a projection from a value of type � results in.18



9. TyAppend A : h�1; : : : ; �niB : h�1; : : : ; �miA@B : h�1; : : : ; �n; �1; : : : ; �miIf the term is an append term, and it can evaluate, then the type of the term is the two base typesconcatenated.10. TyAppendPause A : �B : �One of � and � is not a base type(A0 : RHS(� ) ^B0 : RHS(�)) ) A0@B0 : �A@B : LHS(� ) @ LHS(�)! �If the term is an append term, and it can't evaluate, one of the two sub-terms must be plugged.11. TyPlug A : f�1; : : : ; �mg ! �Ai : �iNone of the � 's are over-lined.A � A1; : : : ; Am : �If the term is a plug term, and it can evaluate, then the type of the term is the RHS of the type of A.12. TyPlugTarg A : f�1; : : : ; �mg ! �NOT: A : f�1; : : : ; �mg ! �Ai : �iNone of the �i are double over-linedRHS(�i) = �iA � A1; : : : ; Am : ff�1; : : : ; �mg ! �g@map(LHS; �i)! �If the plug can't evaluate because A is a port, and there are no locked ports, then the term must beplugged. The visible ports are A and those in the Ais. Once those are all plugged, the term can evaluate,and give a � . Note that we do NOT require that the Ai : taui because there is a plug to take place thatmay make the arguments into the correct types even if they aren't the correct types yet.13. TyPlugLTarg A : f�1; : : : ; �mg ! �Ai : �iRHS(�i) = �iA � A1; : : : ; Am : ff�1; : : : ; �mg ! �g@map(LHS; �i)! (ff�1; : : : ; �mg ! �g@map(LHS, (RHS(�i)))! �)If the plug can't evaluate because A is a locked port, then everything must be plugged twice. So, �rst allof the ports of A and the arguments must be plugged creating an object where A = 	, and everythingelse is the RHS of what was there previously. This must then be plugged to allow the plug to actuallyevaluate. 19



14. TyPlugTargLSource A : f�1; : : : ; �mg ! �NOT: A : f�1; : : : ; �mg ! �Ai : �iSome of the �i are double over-linedRHS(�i) = �iA � A1; : : : ; Am : ff�1; : : : ; �mg ! �g@map(LHS; �i)! (map(LHS, (RHS(�i)))! �)If the A is a port, but one of the arguments is a locked port, then the term must still be plugged twicein order to evaluated. However, only the �rst plug can plug into A.15. TyPlugSource A : f�1; : : : ; �mg ! �Ai : �iRHS(�i) = �iAt least one of the �i's are over-lined, but not doubly so.A � A1; : : : ; Am := map(LHS; �i)! �If A is not a port, but some of the arguments are, but none of them are locked, then the term must beplugged once in order to evaluate.16. TyPlugLSource A : f�1; : : : ; �mg ! �Ai : �iRHS(�i) = �iAt least one of the �i's are doubly over-lined.A � A1; : : : ; Am := map(LHS; �i)! (map(LHS, (RHS(�i)))! �)If A is not a port, but some of the arguments are locked ports, then the term must be plugged twice inorder to evaluate.7.2 Properties of the Type TheoryTheorem 7.1 (Unique Types). In the typed version of UPSILON, if O : � and O : � 0 are both derivable,then � � � 0.Proof: This follows by a trivial induction over the derivation of O : � .Theorem 7.2 (Subject Reduction). Let O be any object, and assume O ;1 O0 (as de�ned in Ap-pendix A.2). If O : � then O0 : � .Proof: This follows by a trivial induction over the derivation of O ;1 O0.7.3 Di�erences Between the Typed and Untyped ModelsAs would be expected from the Strong Normalization result, the typed UPSILON is a much weaker modelthan the untyped UPSILON. It is not possible to have in�nite calculations. Additionally, it is impossible torepresent recursive types within the current type theory because they would be in�nitely long. Neither theintegers, nor even the simple integers described above are typable because of the predecessor and successor�elds, both of which return integers. Also, the RAM simulator is untypable because it takes itself as oneof its arguments which would also create a recursive type. The solution to this problem is of course to20



add recursive � types. This is not surprising as every object-oriented system has some means of achievingrecursive types, whether it be Abadi and Cardelli's & operator or the more standard �.Booleans are a little more interesting. Our implementation of booleans is typable, however, it is in facta family of types. For every type, � , there would have to be a di�erent type, Bool(� ), where the argumentsand results of the If-Then-Else method are of type � . The best solution to this problem is polymorphism.These two solutions have not yet been investigated.8 Alternative versions of the modelWe have already seen why two of the distinctive rules of UPSILON are required, namely that you can't pluginto a term until it is reduced, and that an � with a naked port on either side of it can't reduce. However,there are other restrictions that need to be motivated as well. We will motivate these by describing alternatemodels in which various parts of the model are changed, and show where things go wrong.8.1 Partial FillOne of the more surprising restrictions is that when an � term reduces, it must �ll every pluggable port inthe LHS. This restriction greatly simpli�es the type theory in Section 7.1.Assume that we have a modi�ed version of UPSILON, call it UPSILON0 where we relax the restrictionthat every visible port be �lled by a plug, and we require the superscripts on the � operator to force cyclingof arguments. If not all ports are �lled, the ports are �lled from left to right. Also note that the object maybe able to reduce before all top level ports are �lled, as in �1([	;	]). If we �ll in only the �rst port, it canreduce. First realize that in our proofs of conuence, in Appendix A and in our proof of Turing completenessin Section 5 we always �ll every top level port. So, those proofs go through with no changes in UPSILON0.Consider the type rules in this model.The type of a term will still need to have the types of all of the visible ports, but it will also need tohave the type of object that is returned if only the �rst m ports are �lled for every m. So, each arrow typewill look like: f�1; : : : ; �ng ! f�1; : : : ; �ng. I.e. a type will look like a tree with each node potentially havinglarge fan-in and large fan-out. In this model, the lengths of the types become unmanageable.Theorem 8.1. In UPSILON0 the length of a type can be exponential in the lengths of the types of its sub-terms.Proof: We are going to compute a good-case lower bound on length of a type. To this end, we will assumethat if you �ll up all of the top level ports in a sub-term, it will not reduce to something else with ports.This assumption only makes the length of the type shorter, and it makes it much easier to compute the lowerbound on the length. It is also highly unlikely in actual practice.Consider the term: A = �n([A1; A2; : : : ; An�1;	� ])with: Ai : ai = fai;1; ai;2; : : : ; ai;mig ! fbi;1; bi;2; : : : ; bi;migWhere the bi;j look the same as the top level type, except they have an additional subscript, etc.The left-hand side of the type of A will be the size of the number of ports visible in A. Consider theright-hand side.Renumber the �elds right to left, so the 	� is �eld 0, etc, so we actually have:A = �n([An�1; An�2; : : : ; A1;	� ])So, what will the rightmost �elds of the type look like?A : f: : : ; �g ! f: : : ; �g21



Because if you �ll all of the ports, you can evaluate the �n, and the � comes out. So, the �nal �eldcontributes a single � to the �nal tree.Now let us consider the next �eld to the left. The type of A1 will contribute m1 ports to the overalltype. However, if we �ll all of the ports in A except the �nal one, then we don't have just whatever A1returns when it is all �lled, we also have the �nal � . So, every right-hand side in the entire sub-tree undera1 will have an additional branch, in case at THAT point, the � is �lled. This doubles the size of the tree.So, now the type has size: 2ja1j+ 1. where a1 is the size of the type that A1 contributed.Now, let us look at a2. Now, instead of needing to add a � to every node in the a2 tree, we need to addthe entire a1 tree, augmented with the �nal � . So, the a1 contribution ends up being ja2j � (2ja1j+ 1). Andthe �nal size end up being: ja2j � (2ja1j+ 1) + (2ja1j+ 1). We can now clearly see the pattern. The size ofthe jth type will be: fj = jan�1j � (fn�1 + 1) + j�1Xi=1 fiThis is clearly exponential.Notice that this is exponential NOT in the size of A but in the sizes of the ai. I.e. it's exponential in thesizes of the types of the sub-terms. In the lambda-calculus, it is linear. I.e. the only type rule that makeslarger types is (�; x : � ` M : �) ) (�x:M : � ! �). And the size of � ! � is just j� j + j�j + 1. Whenwe look at this in terms of the size of types with respect to terms, in the lambda-calculus, this becomespolynomial, and in ours, it becomes super-exponential. Also, remember that this is sort of a \good-case"lower bound. We are NOT dealing with any ports that a term leaves over when all of its top level ports are�lled and it is reduced. This will add MORE ports to every tree, making things bigger by the size of a1;m1for every port thereafter, etc.8.2 No locked portsThe other unique concept of UPSILON is the idea of a locked port. The only sections where they are usedis in Currying in Section 4.3, and in s1;1 in the proof of the recursion theorem in Section B. Since it isNOT used in the proof of Turing completeness in Section 5, it might seem that these could be implementedwithout this tool. However, this is not possible. Let us consider UPSILON00, a version of UPSILON whereplugging must �ll every top level port, but there are no locked ports.Theorem 8.2. UPSILON00 is Turing complete, but not an APSFirst we will need to prove a lemma.Lemma 8.3. In UPSILON00, in the term T 0 = TA, where T 0 is reduced, so it can be plugged, no term A0, asub-term of A, can occur anywhere within an � term.Proof: Let T , T 0, A and A0 be de�ned as above. Assume that A0 is a sub-term of T 0 and it is within an �term. The only way that it could have gotten there is to have been plugged there by some outer � termthat has reduced. Therefore, at that time, all top level ports were �lled. So there were no naked ports, andnothing to keep the � term that A0 is in from reducing, which means that T 0 is not normal.Now, we are ready to prove the theorem.Proof: First, since the proof of Turing completeness in Section 5 doesn't use locked ports at all and still �llsevery top-level port, it is clear that UPSILON00 is still Turing complete. It remains to prove that it is notan APS. We use the notion of reduction (;) as de�ned in Appendix A.2Because of Lemma 8.3, there is no term S in whichS � i x; ((	 � 	 	) � �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) 	) �[ [i]] [[x]] 	22



which is what we really need for s1;1.The only other possible way to get s1;1 is to have S � i x = T not actually stall. So, it will have towrap something around x to keep it from interacting with things, call this P (), and have some sort of placeholder for y, call it Q. So, T = S � ix = i � P (x)Q With three guarantees:1. For all B;P (x) � B ; x2. For all B;Q � B ; B3. P and Q are guaranteed to not cause any damage inside i or x.So, then what would happen in T is P (x) and Q would plug into T but since they are inert, there wouldbe no unexpected interactions until B came along and exposed everything, then it all evaluates as normal.However, this is not possible. Let i = 	 � �1(	) Then we end up with: P (x) � �1(Q) Now, considerguarantee 1, this means that we end up with x. When we plug y into this we get x � y not x � �1(y) whichis what we expected.Now its possible that P () and Q can be more intelligent than stated above, that instead of guarantee 1,we say that P and Q are guaranteed to act in some intelligent way to make it work out. For example, inthis example, the correct thing for it to do might be to replace all of the ports in x with �1(	) thus whenB gets plugged into this now x0, the projection takes place, just one step later. However, how can P () knowthis? What if we changed the �1 in i to �2? P () can't have this information, so it fails.So, from Lemma 8.3, it is impossible to stall the initial plug that plugs x into i, ie, we can't protect xoutside of i, and from the above it is impossible to safeguard x within i, ie, we can't protect x inside of i.If we don't protect x, then several di�erent things can happen. 1) i can have some unexpected interactionwith x, such as plugging x into itself when x is expecting to have y plugged into it. 2) When y is pluggedin, it will end up directly in x instead of in the ports within i where it is expected. Therefore there is noway to e�ectively compute s1;1 within UPSILON00.Because of the results of this section, both the complete �ll restriction and the existence of locked portsare technically well motivated.9 ContextsMost of the research into contexts has been done within the �-calculus, where the interplay between holesand variable binding can be studied. Usually, contexts are reduced to a di�erent form of variable bindingoperation, and thus raised to the level of the well-understood �-calculus. We have taken the oppositeapproach. We have eliminated everything from the model except the contexts. We have eliminated variablebinding completely, and left context �lling as the only method of information transfer. We think that inlooking at contexts in this completely new way we may be able to see things about contexts that we couldn'tsee before.One of the main areas of interest in context research is that of variable capture. One might thinkthat since UPSILON has no variables, we can't even describe the variable capture problem. However, bycombining our foci of contexts and object-oriented programming we can do just that.Consider a pre-method (a method body before it has been inserted into an object). Since a method mayhave access to the self object, so may a pre-method. However, what does self bind to? We can considerself as an unbound variable in this context. We can see this more clearly if we extend the meta-syntax toyourself, which behaves just like self, except that when it is plugged into a base object, it turns into selfrather than expanding, so that [	] � yourself; [self]:This lets us describe pre-methods as terms which contain yourself at top level. Now, the exact objectthat yourself refers to can change depending on precisely which object the pre-method is plugged into, andthus we can have variable capture issues, as in normal context discussions.23



Additionally, since contexts are the main foundation of our model, we can represent more complexcontexts than are normally studied. In most studies of contexts, each term only has one hole, which sometimesis allowed to occur in multiple places within the term. In contrast, we allow not only arbitrary number andcopies of holes (the same data plugging multiple holes), but our contexts are much more complex. Eachcontext in UPSILON is actually a structured hierarchy of contexts with some holes being visible and othersnot. None of these things are studied in the literature we've seen, presumably because they are too complexto be represented in the standard syntax, however within our model, they are automatically present.10 Future WorkThe preliminary results outlined above show the viability of UPSILON as a model of computation. Since themodel has an object-oriented avor, we may be able to build onto it features and derive from it explanationsthat address distinctive components of OOP and programming languages: inheritance, types, dynamicdispatch, side-e�ects, veri�cation, e�ciency of object encoding, analysis of execution, and more. The �rststep in this is to add recursion, inheritance, and subsumption to our type theory. The former is so that wecan re-acquire internal references to self for the typed version.We also intend to develop complexitymeasures for UPSILON with which to analyze the cost of sub-objectextraction and inheritance operations. We also intend to emulate the successful approach of Jones [Jon99],who was able to capture some well known complexity classes by restricting the application of certain controlstructures. The hope here is to characterize in complexity-theoretic terms the e�ect of some practically-oriented restrictions on object-oriented programming. For example, how is program complexity related tothe structure and orientation of the � operators in one of our objects? The same question can also be askedabout 	.Our conuence theorem was mathematically required to justify our new model. From the standpoint ofconuence, what we needed to show was that when there was a choice of reduction to performed at any step,it did not matter which choice was made. Furthermore, it was easy to identify cases where reduction ordercould matter, and those were all cases in which the target of a plugging operation was not reduced. Forcases when the order does not matter, the operations may also be performed in parallel. Indeed, we suspectthat UPSILON is usefully closer to modeling parallel complexity theory than other calculi. Immerman[Imm87, Imm89] and others including [CH82] have demonstrated that low-level parallel complexity classescorrespond to �rst-order formal systems, and that possession of a total ordering matters in the analysis. Toimplement complexity analysis, we need to introduce some input and output conventions to UPSILON, andnot much else.Additionally, the same properties that allowed us to induce self also lead to several more powerfulrecursion theorems [Smi94]. For example, there are in�nitary recursion theorems that allow the constructionof in�nite sequences of programs, each of which knows its own index in the sequence and how to generate thesequence. These e�ectively yield a collection of programs, each of which has \pointers" to a �nite number ofother programs in the collection. Hence, we have the capability to construct an object with explicit pointersto all of the objects from which it inherits methods, etc. Unraveling the chain of mathematics leading tothese results in the UPSILON has the potential to suggest e�cient solution strategies to the well known\yo-yo" problem. Since we already have an organic proof of the simple recursion theorem within the model,the proofs of the other, syntactically more potent, recursion theorems will follow according to their originalproofs. We only need to work out the details of the strategies.Also, at this point, it should be clear that UPSILON is primarily a data-ow language. Our requirementthat none of the arguments to a � operator are naked ports when it reduces is exactly the restriction thatan operation can't �re in data-ow languages until all of its incoming links have data on them. We intendto investigate this relationship further.Equally clearly, UPSILON is a context calculus. We intend to use this to investigate the relationshipsbetween contexts and data-ow as a basis for computation.The type theory also calls for further investigation. We must prove a strong normalization result. Giventhis, it would also be nice to determine explicitly which objects are representable within our simple typetheory, along lines of [Sch76]. 24
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The extension is that for any object O, O is an \extended object." The other rules for object formationare unchanged, allowing extended objects on their right-hand sides. \Conservative" means that every objectA (sans over-lines) has the same normal form in the calculus with over-lines.We also introduce some lettering conventions to clarify the cases used in the lemmas and proofs.Oi Any object, whether original, extended, over-lined, a proper term, a base object, even 	 itself.Qi Any object with no pluggable ports|such as a base object with no pluggable ports, or a term with noports that are not in over-lined sub-terms.A Any object that has a pluggable port. In this section, it will always be the leftmost such object.L An object that is not a port.A.1 PluggingThe advantage of our extension is that now we can give a formal inductive de�nition of EB , based on thestructure of an extended object E. The proofs can then be based on this structure, and the notation forverifying the required identities becomes more manageable than what one would get by basing the proof onthe original calculus.We put o� the requirement that all ports of an object be �lled by a plug until we de�ne the reductionof � in Section A.2. So, EB has a valance exactly 1 smaller than E.	B � B�B � 	 (Note that these �rst two rules don't risk us plugging a naked port on the LHS with terms fromthe RHS of the same � because we take care of that in the reductions section below (Section A.2).[Q1; : : : ; Qn; A;O1; : : :Om]B � [Q1; : : : ; Qn; AB; O1; : : :Om]. (Note that by our lettering convention, Acannot be a base object, since A is the �rst �eld value with a pluggable port.)(A@O1)B � AB@O1.(Q1@A)B � Q1@AB .(�iA)B � �i(AB).(� �i O1 : : :On)B � (�B �i O1 : : :On).L �i Q1 : : :Qn; A;O1; : : :Om)B � (L �i Q1 : : :Qn; AB; O1; : : : ; Om).A.2 ReductionsWe de�ne a relation A ;1 B, meaning \A reduces in at most one step to B," on objects A and B. Notecases where the de�nition allows many redexes to be expanded in parallel in \one step." This is a notabledi�erence from the �-calculus, and we look for parallel behavior in UPSILON to be better than that in the�-calculus in many instances. The rules without double arrows =) are base cases. As above, O1; : : : ; Onstand for objects in the extended calculus. Our rules add a case L �RHS where the list RHS is as aconvenient technical device.De�nition A.1.(a) O ;1 O(b) O1 ;1 O01O2 ;1 O02...On ;1 O0n 9>>>=>>>; =) [O1; O2; : : : ; On] ;1 [O01; O02; : : : ; O0n]27



(c) O1 ;1 O01O2 ;1 O02 � =) O1@O2 ;1 O01@O02(d) [O1; O2; : : : ; On]@[On+1; On+2; : : : ; Om] ;1 [O1; O2; : : : ; On; On+1; On+2; : : : ; Om](e) O ;1 O0 =) �i(O) ;1 �i(O0)(f) �i[ : : :|{z}i�1 ; Oi; : : :] ;1 Oi, provided Oi 6= �.(g) O0 ;1 O00O1 ;1 O01O2 ;1 O02...On ;1 O0n 9>>>>>=>>>>>; =) O0 �i O1O2 : : :On ;1 O00 �i O01O02 : : :O0n(h) Provided L is reduced, d valance(L)�ne = i, L;O1; : : : ; On 6= �, and n � 1, L � O1O2 : : :On ;1 (LO1 ) �O2 : : :On (O1O2 : : :On)i�1.(i) Provided valance(L) = 0, L � O1; : : : ; On ;1 deline(L), where deline(L) means L with all over-linesremoved from sub-terms.Rules (h) and (i) need further explication. Assuming that the superscripts to � tell us the valance of theLHS, Rule (i) incorporates L � O1O2 : : :On ;1 (LO1 ) � O2 : : :On;L �i O1 ;1 (LO1 ) �i�1 O1; andL � O1 ;1 (LO1 ) �0 O1which in turn sets up the terminal case (i). The �ne point is why we can stipulate that the terminal caseremoves all over-lines from L. The reason is that any sub-term with over-lines in it is part of a termwhose highest operator is an � that forms a redex , since it came from a term L0 � RHS in which the �was expandable. By induction one can prove that all objects that can arise by reduction in the extendedcalculus starting from a non-extended object have over-lines only if they are reducible. Since the � cannotbe expandable if L0 is reducible, it follows that L0 must have no over-lines. Moreover|and crucially|it isnot possible to introduce other over-lines into those terms L � RHS 0 that arise in the course of expandingL0 � RHS one argument at a time. This is covered both by the prohibition on plugging into a non-reducedterm and (for L in particular) by the rule against plugging into L in L � RHS 0 when L isn't a port. Thusthe only over-lines in L are those introduced by the serial treatment of L0 � RHS , and it is proper to removethem when the end of the list RHS is reached.Thus all the extension does is provide a means of book-keeping the one-at-a-time progress of the expan-sion, and this is all we want.A.3 Conuence TheoremLemma A.1. O ;1 O0 ! AO ;1 AO0Proof: We prove this by induction on the structure of A.Case 1 A = 	 In this case, AO = O and AO0 = O0. Since we already know that O ;1 A0, we knowthat AO ;1 AO0 .Case 2 A = � In this case, AO = AO0 = 	. 28



Case 3 A = [Q1; : : :Qn; A1; O1; : : :Om] We know that A1 must be a term or a port, because otherwiseit would have been over-lined, and thus an unpluggable Qi.In this case, AO = [Q1; : : :Qn; A1; O1; : : :Om]O � [Q1; : : :Qn; AO1 ; O1; : : :Om].At the same time, AO0 = [Q1; : : :Qn; A1; O1; : : :Om]O0 � [Q1; : : :Qn; AO01 ; O1; : : :Om].From the Induction hypothesis, we can say that: AO1 ;1 AO01 .And therefore, [Q1; : : :Qn; AO1 ; O1; : : :Om] ;1 [Q1; : : :Qn; AO01 ; O1; : : :Om]. Hence, AO ;1 AO0 .Case 4 A = (A1@O1) In this case, AO = (A1@O1)O � (AO1 @O1) At the same time, AO0 =(A1@O1)O0 � (AO01 @O1). From the Induction Hypothesis we can say: AO1 ;1 AO01 , Thus we knowthat (AO1 @O1) ;1 (AO01 @O1). Therefore, AO ;1 AO0 .Case 5 A = (Q1@A1) In this case, AO = (Q1@A1)O � (Q1@AO1 ) At the same time, AO0 =(Q1@A1)O0 � (Q1@AO01 ). From the Induction Hypothesis we can say: AO1 ;1 AO01 , Thus we knowthat (Q1@AO1 ) ;1 (Q1@AO01 ). So, AO ;1 AO0 .Case 6 A = (�iA1) In this case, AO = (�iA1)O � (�iAO1 ) At the same time, AO0 = (�iA1)O0 �(�iTO0). From the Induction Hypothesis we can say: AO1 ;1 AO01 , Thus we know that (�iAO1 ) ;1(�iAO01 ). Hence, AO ;1 AO0 .Case 7 A = (	 �i O1 : : :On)In this case, AO = (	 �i O1 : : :On)O � (O �i O1 : : :On)At the same time, AO0 = (	 �i O1 : : :On)O0 � (O0 �i O1 : : :On).And we know that (O �i O1 : : :On) ;1 (O0 �i O1 : : :On). Thus, AO ;1 AO0 .Case 8 A = (O0 �i Q1 : : :QmA1O1 : : :On). In this case,AO = (O0 �i Q1 : : :QmA1O1 : : :On)O � (O0 �i Q1 : : :QmAO1 O1 : : :On). At the same time,AO0 = (O0 �i Q1 : : :QmA1O1 : : :On)O0 � (O0 �i Q1 : : :QmAO01 O1 : : :On). From the InductionHypothesis we can say: AO1 ;1 AO01 , Thus we know that(O0 �i Q1 : : :QmAO1 O1 : : :On) ;1 (O0 �i Q1 : : :QmAO01 O1 : : :On). Therefore, AO ;1 AO0 .Lemma A.2. ;1 satis�es the diamond property. i.e.8O:O ;1 O1; and O ;1 O2 ! 9O3:O1 ;1 O3 and O2 ;1 O3Proof: The proof is by induction on O ;1 O1. For this proof, �i and Ri represent arbitrary objects.Case 1 O ;1 O1 = O ;1 O So, if O ;1 O2 We can make O3 = O2.Case 2 O ;1 O1 = [P1; : : :Pn] ;1 [P 01; : : : ; P 0n] where 8i:�i ;1 P 0i . Since O is a base object, this is theonly type of reduction we can do on it. O2 must be similar, although the P 0i may be di�erent. So,we have: O ;1 O2 = [P1; : : :Pn] ;1 [P 001 ; : : : ; P 00n ] with8i:�i ;1 P 0i and �i ;1 �00i . By the Induction Hypothesis, we know that9P 000i :P 0i ;1 P 000i and P 00i ;1 P 000i . Thus[P 01; : : :P 0n] ;1 [P 0001 ; : : : ; P 000n ] and [P 001 ; : : :P 00n ] ;1 [P 0001 ; : : : ; P 000n ]. So, O3 = [P 0001 ; : : : ; P 000n ].Case 3 O ;1 O1 = P1@P2 ;1 P 01@P 02 With P1 ;1 P 01; P2 ;1 P 02Case 3.1 O ;1 O2 = P1@P2 ;1 P 001 @P 002 , with P1 ;1 P 001 ; and P2 ;1 P 002 . So, just like in Case 2,by the Induction Hypothesis there must be P 0001 and P 0002 such that P 01 ;1 P 0001 ; P 001 ;1 P 0001 andP 02 ;1 P 0002 ; P 002 ;1 P 0002 . Therefore, we can make O3 = P 0001 @P 0002 .Case 3.2 The other alternative is that O is actually[P1; P2; : : : ; Pn]@[R1; R2; : : : ; Rm], and that O ;1 O2 is actually[P1; P2; : : : ; Pn]@[R1; R2; : : : ; Rm] ;1 [P1; P2 : : :Pn; R1; R2; : : : ; Rm]. In this case O1 musthave been 29



[P 01; P 02; : : : ; P 0n]@[R01; R02; : : : ; R0m], Since, as in Case 2, that's the only way we can reducebase objects.So, we have:[P1; P2; : : : ; Pn]@[R1; R2; : : : ; Rm] ;1 [P 01; P 02; : : : ; P 0n]@[R01; R02; : : : ; R0m] and[P1; P2; : : : ; Pn]@[R1; R2; : : : ; Rm] ;1 [P1; P2 : : :Pn; R1; R2; : : : ; Rm].We can make O3 = [P 01; P 02 : : :P 0n; R01; R02; : : : ; R0m].Case 4 O ;1 O1 = �i(P ) ;1 �i(P 0) with P ;1 P 0.Case 4.1 O ;1 O2 = �i(P ) ;1 �i(P 00) with P ;1 P 00. Again by the inductive hypothesis, there issome P 000 such that P 0 ;1 P 000 and P 00 ;1 P 000. So, O3 = �i(P 000).Case 4.2 The other alternative is that O is actually a base object, andO ;1 O2 = �i[P1 : : : ; Pi; : : : ; Pn] ;1 Pi. In this case, we can make O3 = P 0i .Case 5 O ;1 O1 = P0 �i P1 : : : Pn ;1 P 00 �i P 01 : : :P 0n with 8j:Pj ;1 P 0j.Case 5.1 O ;1 O2 = P0 �i P1 : : :Pn ;1 P 000 �i P 001 : : :P 00n with 8j:Pj ;1 P 00j . Again, by theInduction Hypothesis, we know that 8j:9P 000j :P 0j ;1 P 000j and P 00j ;1 P 000j . So, we can makeO3 = P 0000 �i P 0001 : : :P 000n .Case 5.2 The other option is that O ;1 O2 = P0 �i P1 : : : Pn ;1 PP1:::Pn| {z }i0 , P0 is actually stable(ie it can't reduce anymore) and none of the Pi are ports. Notice that in this case P 00 = P0.So, we can make O3 = PP 01P 01 :::P 01| {z }i P 02P 02:::P 02| {z }i :::::: P 0nP 0n :::P 0n| {z }i0 . From the previous lemma and theInduction Hypothesis, we know that both O1 and O2 reduce to this.Let ; be the transitive closure of ;1 and � the equality relation that it induces.Theorem A.3 (Conuence Property (Church-Rosser Theorem)). 1. ; is conuent.2. M � N ) 9Z[M ; Z and N ; Z]Proof: Plugging in the above Lemma A.2 in place of Lemma 3.2.6 of Barendregt [Bar84], and the de�nitionsabove for his Lemma 3.2.7, makes the conuence proof in [Bar84] carry over without incident.B Recursion TheoremOur internal proof of the recursion theorem follows that of [Smi94]. Say we are looking at an object i withtwo holes and we are trying to create a version with a copy of itself inside �lling the �rst port.Theorem B.1 (Recursion Theorem). For every object i which takes a single argument, which is a two�eld object, there is another object e such that for all argument objects x, e � x = i � [e; x].Proof: First we need a s1;1 object (which we shorten to s). The s object is basically a storing method.It takes an object with two holes (i) and an argument to �ll one of the holes (x). It �lls the �rst hole,storing the argument as a constant value in the original object, creating an object with only one hole for theother argument (y). This is closely related to the Curry2 object, de�ned in Section 4.3, however we need tosimplify it a bit: 30



s1;1 = (((	i � 	x 	y) � �1(�1(	i)) �1(�1(	x)) 	y) �[[	] � 	i] [[	] � 	x] �y)Next, we let j be an object with three holes. The second gets plugged twice into s. Both this and thethird argument, then get boxed into an object and plugged into the �rst argument. So, j looks like:j = (	1 � [	s(2;2);	3]) � 	1((s � 	2	2) �2 	2)	3Now, we let v = s � ji, and let e = s � vv.e = s � vv = (((	 � 	 	) � �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) 	) � [[	] � 	] [[	] � 	] �) #� vv; (((	 � 	 	) � �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) 	) � [[	] #� v] [[	] #� v] 	); (((	 � 	 	) � �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) 	) � [[v]] [[v]] 	)Now, we plug e with some argument x:e � x = (((	 � 	 	) � �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) 	) � [[v]] [[v]] 	) #� x; (((	 � 	 	) � �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) 	) #� [[v]] [[v]] x); ((	 � 	 	) � #�1 ( #�1 ([[v]])) #�1 ( #�1 ([[v]])) x); ((	 � 	 	) #� v v x); v � v xNow we need to expand out the �rst v in order to continue. Notice that since j hasthree holes instead of two, we must use s1;2 which stores the �rst argument, but leavesthe other two to be speci�ed later, rather than s1;1 as used elsewhere:v = s1;2 � ji = (((	 � 	 	 	) � �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) 	 	) � [[	] � 	] [[	] � 	] � �) #� j i; (((	 � 	 	 	) � �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) 	 	) � [[	] #� j] [[	] #� i] 	 	); (((	 � 	 	 	) � �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) 	 	) � [[j]] [[i]] 	 	)Now, we look back at e = v � vxe = v � vx = (((	 � 	 	 	) � �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) 	 	) � [[j]] [[i]] 	 	) #� v x; (((	 � 	 	 	) � �1(�1(	)) �1(�1(	)) 	 	) #� [[j]] [[i]] v x); ((	 � 	 	 	) � #�1 ( #�1 ([[j]])) #�1 ( #�1 ([[i]])) v x); ((	 � 	 	 	) #P lug j i v x); (j � i v x)Now, we need to expand j:e = j � i v x = ((	 � [	;	]) � 	((s � 		) �2 	)	) #� ivx31



; (	 � [	;	]) � i((s � 		) #�2 v)x; (	 � [	;	]) � i(s � vv)xBut (s � vv) = e so,:e ; (	 � [	;	]) #� iex; i � [e; x]Which is exactly what we expected it to be.
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